The "Personal Computer": A Fully
Programmable Pocket Calculator
This 1 1 -ounce battery-powered marvel has the computing
power of an advanced scientific pocket calculator and
is programmable as well, so it can adapt to any number of
specialized uses.
by Chung C. Tung

AN ENGINEER OR SCIENTIST in need of an onkeys. It can run programs that have as many as 100
the-spot answer in the laboratory, a pilot mak
steps. There are two program flags and four compari
ing an in-flight course correction, a surveyor running
son tests for program branching.
a traverse in the field, a businessman estimating
Perhaps most significant is that within its small
returns-on-investment during a conference, a physi
package the HP-65 contains a tiny magnetic card
cian evaluating patient data â€” it isn't difficult to
reader and recorder. Users can store their programs
think of everyday examples of people whose profes
on magnetic cards for later use, or they can take ad
sions require certain types of calcula
vantage of hundreds of preprogrammed
tions over and over again. Were one
cards containing programs commonly
available, a computer or programmable
used in various disciplines.
calculator would obviously be of great
assistance to such people. Unfortu
Keyboard Design
nately, you can't carry one of those Â¡
The HP-65 inherits its
around in your pocket, can you?
size and shape from its
You can't, unless it's battery-pow
ancestor, the HP-35. However, its
ered, weighs only 312 grams, and
keyboard layout is quite different.
measures only 8.1 x 14.7 x 3.4 cm,
Thirty-five keys control more than
like the HP-65 Pocket Calculator.
eighty operations (see Fig. 1).
This new computing device is a
In the interests of logical operation
combination of electronic calculator
and simplicity, many different tech
and general-purpose small compu
niques were used in designing the
ter. It offers the convenience and
keyboard layout. Keys of the same
easy operation of a calculator, but
nature are grouped into clusters.
its programmability makes it versa
Some nomenclature has been placed
tile enough to fit the needs of a wide
on the lower side of the keys to re
variety of disciplines, including
duce busyness. Nomenclature for
science, engineering, finance, sta
multiple-keystroke operations is
tistics, mathematics, navigation,
color-coded to make the keystroke
medicine, surveying, and many
sequences associative. All func
others.
tions are classified as immediate
Although the HP-65 is designed
(+, â€” ,*,-=-), direct, inverse, or mis
to operate in a logical, easy-to-learn Fig. 1 . The first fully programmable pocket cal cellaneous, and are grouped and
way, it is capable of sophisticated culator has 51 preprogrammed operations, a color-coded accordingly. Key sizes,
100-step program memory, five user-definable
computations. It has 51 built-in keys, and a tiny magnetic card reader-recorder. colors, value contrast, and nomen
mathematical functions and data- After a program card is read it can be placed in clature have all been chosen to
manipulation operations, a four- the window above the keyboard to show the new guide the user.
register operational stack, nine functions of the user-definable keys.
Arithmetic operations ( + ,-,x,+)
addressable data registers, and five user-definable and data entry keys are in the same locations as on the
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HP-35. Data entry keys include the digits 0 through 9,
the decimal point, the ENTERf key used for entering
values into the four-register operational stack, and
theEEX (enter exponent) andCLx (clear display) keys.
Keys in the top row, labeled A , B , C , D , and E , stand
for user-definable functions or subroutines. In the se
cond row, the GTO (go to), LBL (label), RTN (return),
and SST (single step) keys are used for programming.
The DSP (display) key is used for formatting the dis
play. Numbers can be displayed either in fixed-point
notation or in scientific notation with a selected
number of digits after the decimal point.
Keys in the third row, labeled f.f"1, STO, RCL, and
g, are all prefix keys. They have to be followed by one
or two more keystrokes to complete a command.
At the lower right corner of the HP-65 keyboard is
the R/S (run/stop) key. Pressing it begins program
execution. Execution of a running program halts if
an R/S step is encountered in the program.

previously recorded magnetic card into the HP-65's
reader slot. The new functions of the keys can be writ
ten on the card and the card inserted into the window
above the top row of keys to show the new functions.
With the five definable keys, the user can readily
change the HP-65 into a specialized calculator tai
lored to his needs. For example, Standard Pac pro
gram 11 A, a compound interest program, changes
these keys to n (number of periods), i (interest rate),
PV (present value), FV (future value), and COM
PUTE, similar to keys on the HP-80 financial calcula
tor (see Fig. 2). Standard Pac 06A, a w-network imped
ance-matching program, converts the HP-65 into an
electrical engineer's calculator. Given input and out
put resistance, frequency, and Q, the program com
putes the values of the two shunt capacitors and the
COMPOUND INTEREST

User-Definable Keys

When power is first applied to the HP-65 the toprow keys (A,B,C,D,E) call for the functions 1/x, Vx",
yx, x^y, and Rj (roll down the operational stack).
However, the functions of these keys can be changed,
either by keyboard programming or by inserting a
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STD 11A
FV COMPUTE

This program computes the answers to compound interest prob
lems using the basic formula:

FV = PV(1 +Ã/100)"

Cover: In the background
is Model 9100A, HP's first
calculator, a huge success
when it was first introduced
in 1968 at a price of $4900.
The HP-65 in the foreground
rivals the 9 100 A in comput
ing power, but it fits in your
pocket and costs only $795.
Of course, the HP-65 doesn't work with a printer or
other peripheral devices. Perhaps that's the next
step.

where:
n = Number of time (compounding) periods.
i = Interest rate per time period (in percent).
PV = Present value (value at the beginning of the first time
period).
FV = Future value (value at the end of n time periods).
Any three of the variables (n, i, PV, FV) can be inputs. The pro
gram computes and stores the fourth variable. Input variables
can be entered in any order and need not all be reentered to
change one variable

HP-65 User Instructions
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Fig. 2. Users may write their own programs and store them on
blank magnetic cards, or may take advantage of many pre
programmed cards. This compound interest program con
verts the calculator into a financial calculator.

PI NETWORK IMPEDANCE MATCHING

A lossless network is often used to match between two resistive im
pedances, Ri and Rz, as shown.

nâ„¢

jL jT 1 _c !' t_ ]I "
Given the values of Ri and fÃ-i, the frequency f, and the desired cir
cuit the (center frequency/desired half-power bandwidth), the values
of Ci, Ci, and Li can be found.

mize the system's tolerance to head skew and motor
speed variations (see box below).
When the right-hand switch just below the display
is in the RUN position, insertion of a card into the
reader slot in the right side of the calculator triggers
the motor and read circuits. All 100 program steps on
the card are read into the calculator's memory.
When the same switch is in the w/PRGM position, in
sertion of a card triggers the motor and writing cir
cuits, and the contents of the calculator's memory are
written on the card. A card that has the file-protect
tab (upper left corner) clipped off will not trigger the
writing circuits; the program on the card is thereby
protected against accidental erasure.
More information on the design of the tiny card
reader is contained in the article beginning on page
15.
System Organization

Notes:

1 . Ri must always be greater than Rz and

2. Circled numbers on the magnetic card designate the register in
which a variable is stored.

HP-65 User Instructions

Fig. 3. This program converts the HP-65 into an electrical
engineer's calculator.

Like its ancestor, the HP-35, the HP-65 contains an
arithmetic and register circuit, a control and timing
circuit, and three read-only-memory (ROM) circuits.
In the HP-65, each ROM is actually a quad ROM con
taining the equivalent of four single ROMs. Like its
more recent predecessor, the HP-45, the HP-65 also

A Self-Clocking
Two-Track Recording Technique
When the HP-65 records a program on one of its small
magnetic cards, it places two side-by-side tracks of varying
magnetic flux on the card. One track represents the logical 1's
in the binary data stream coming from the program memory,
and the other track represents the logical O's. The 1 track con
tains a flux reversal for each 1 in the data sequence and no flux
change for each 0. The 0 track contains a flux reversal for each
0 and no flux change for each 1. The diagram shows an
example.
The technique is self-clocking because there is a flux transi
tion for each bit. Thus no separate clock track Is needed.
The scheme also maximizes the system's tolerance to head
skew and motor speed variations. The data can be recovered
correctly even Â¡f a transition In one track almost overlaps a
transition In the other. By contrast, other two-track schemes
usually have one clock track and one data track, and may mis
read data when there is only minor misalignment of clock and
data transitions.

series inductor (see Fig. 3).
For more information on HP-65 keys and program
ming, see the article beginning on page 8.

Data

1 -Track
Flux

Magnetic-Card Reader/Writer

The HP-65's built-in magnetic card reader/re
corder uses mylar-based ferrite-oxide-coated cards
0.95 cm wide and 7.1 cm long. Each card can store
100 program steps or 600 bits of information. A twotrack self-clocking recording scheme is used to maxi
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Fig. 4. Inside the HP-65.

has a data-register circuit. New in the HP-65 are a pro
gram storage circuit, a card-reader control circuit,
and a card read/write circuit. Fig. 4 is a photo of the
components and Fig. 5 is a block diagram.
The data register circuit is made up of ten address
able data registers of 56 bits each, enough to store 14
digits each. Data register 0 is used to implement a
LSTx (last x) function and always contains the pre
viously displayed number. Registers 1 through 9 are
addressable from the keyboard. Addresses and data
are transferred between the data register circuit and
the arithmetic and register circuit by way of a bidirec
tional BCD bus.
The program storage circuit stores the user's pro
gram. Each program step is stored as a six-bit word.
There are 100 words of storage.
The program memory is designed to act like a ca
rousel. The memory is implemented in a dynamic
shift register. Program words, a pointer, and a beginning-of-memory marker circulate continuously in
this register, a complete circulation taking approxi
mately 3J/2 milliseconds. The pointer always points
to the next program word and can move freely within
the memory. Thus program steps can be inserted into
the program or deleted from it at any point, without
re-keying the other steps. Addressing is symbolic
rather than absolute, and label-searching hardware
is built into the program storage circuit.
When the calculator is in use, every keystroke
places a corresponding keycode on the IA (instruc

tion address) bus. This code is stored in the buffer of
the program storage circuit. If the calculator is in
w/PRGM mode, the code is then inserted into the pro
gram memory. If the calculator is in RUN mode, the
keystroke is executed.
When a stored program is executed, the pointer
points to the next executable memory word and the
buffer contains a copy of that word. The buffer con
tents are decoded and placed on the Is bus as a
microinstruction that causes the calculator to enter
a subroutine in the ROM to service the key that was
pressed.
Card Reader Circuits

The card-reader control circuit and the program
storage circuit together form a complete memory cir
culation path. When the HP-65 is used as an ordinary
calculator the card-reader control circuit merely
short-circuits the data-in and data-out lines of the
program storage circuit.
When a card is being read, the card-reader control
circuit places the outputs of the head sense amplifier
onto the data-in line of the program storage circuit.
When a card is being written the card-reader control
circuit takes the memory words in sequence and
transforms them into recording signals for the head
write amplifiers.
When two unsynchronized sequential memories
like the program memory and the magnetic card are
working together, timing and control are critical.
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Fig. earlier calculators. of the HP-65 is stack and bus oriented, like earlier HP pocket calculators.
New circuits are the program storage circuit, the card-reader control circuit, and the card
read /write circuit.

Therefore, during reading or writing the card-reader
control circuit assumes control of the program mem
ory and controls the movement of the pointer.
Thus only limited handshaking is needed between
the card-reader control circuit and the program stor
age circuit.
The magnetic-card read/write circuit is a bipolar
LSI (large-scale-integrated) circuit. It serves as the in
terface between the magnetic read/write head and
the card-reader control circuit. There are two identi
cal channels on the chip, each consisting of a read am
plifier, a threshold detector, a latch, and a write am
plifier.

The read amplifier takes a one-millivolt signal
from the head, amplifies it approximately 200 times
and feeds it into the threshold detector. The detector
removes noise and triggers the latch to provide a log
ic signal to the card reader control circuit. The write
amplifier takes logic information from the cardreader control circuit and transforms it into a record
ing current that flows through the inductive head
and generates the flux that magnetizes the card.
The read/write circuit also provides a dc motor con
trol circuit that regulates the widely varying battery
voltage so the card-reader motor runs at constant
speed.
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SPECIFICATIONS

HP-65 Programmable Pocket Calculator
PRE-PROGRAMMED FUNCTIONS:
TRIGONOMETRIC: sin x â€¢ arc sin x â€¢ cos x â€¢ arc cos x â€¢ tan x â€¢ arc tan x
LOGARITHMIC: log x . Inx . ex . 10"
OTHER: y* â€¢ V~x â€¢ 1/x â€¢ ir â€¢ x2 â€¢ nl â€¢ conversion between decimal angle.
degrees/minutes/seconds, radians or grads â€¢ rectangular/polar coordinate
conversion â€¢ decimal/octal conversion â€¢ degrees(hours)/minutes/seconds
arithmetic â€¢ integer/fraction truncation
OTHER FUNCTIONS:
REGISTER ARITHMETIC: Addition, subtraction, multiplication or division in
serial, mixed serial, chain or mixed chain calculations
FEATURES:
DISPLAY: Up to 10 significant digits plus 2-digit exponent and appropriate signs
DYNAMIC RANGE: 1CT99 to 10."
Primary functions activated by single keystroke: alternate functions use prefix
keys
Five user definable keys
Four-register operational stack
Program memory for storage of up to 1 00 steps
Single step running and/or inspection of a program
Insert/delete editing features
Nine addressable memory registers
"Last X" register for error correction and number reuse
Two flags for skip or no- skip programming or branching to another part of program
x=Â¿y. xsy, x=y, x>y relational tests
Magnetic card reader wnter
Built-in counter
Automatic decimal point positioning
Selective round-off: range: 0-9 decimal places
Two display modes: fixed point and scientific
Indicators for improper operations and low battery condition

Operates on rechargeable batteries or ac
Light-emitting diode (LED) display
APPLICATION PROGRAM PACS:
Standard Pac (17 miscellaneous programs, 2 diagnostics, 1 head cleaning card,
20 blank cards)
Math Pac I (40 mathematical programs)
Math Pac II (33 mathematical programs)
Stat Pac I (37 statistical programs)
Survey Pac I (34 surveying programs)
Medical Pac I (33 medical programs)
EE Pac I (35 electrical engineering programs)
POWER:
AC: 115 or 230 V. Â±10%. 50 to 60 Hz, 5 watts
BATTERY: 500 mW derived from nickel-cadmium rechargeable battery pack.
WEIGHT: 11 ounces (312 g) with battery pack. Recharge: 5 ounces (155 g).
SHIPPING WEIGHT: approx. 3 Ibs (1.4 kg).
DIMENSIONS:
LENGTH: 58 in (14.7 cm).
WIDTH: 3.2 in (8.1 cm).
HEIGHT: 0.7 to 1.4 in (1.8 to 3.4 cm).
TEMPERATURE RANGES:
OPERATING: 32Â°F to 104Â°F (0Â°C to 40Â°C).
CARD READER: 50Â°F to 104T (10Â°C to 40Â°C).
PRICE IN U.S.A.: $795 Includes rechargeable battery pack, 115230V ac
adapter/recharger. soft carrying case, safety travel case, owners handbook and
quick reference guide, program forms, standard pac of prerecorded cards. HP-65
Newsletter, and 1 -year subscription to Catalog of Contributed Programs.
MANUFACTURING DIVISION: ADVANCED PRODUCTS DIVISION
19310 Prunendge Avenue
Cupertino. California 95014 U.S. A
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